
 

Teaching cataloguing ethics: an exploration of an 
ethics-infused knowledge organization curriculum 

Abstract 
This article contemplates how cataloguing ethics might be taught within knowledge organization 

(KO).  This exploration of cataloguing education considers the teaching of cataloguing ethics within 

an example Library and Information Studies programme.  The first part focuses on how cataloguing 

ethics fits into the structure of KO teaching, including questions about whether it is a standalone 

topic or an integral part of the whole curriculum.  The second part outlines three example activities 

with cataloguing ethics contents.  Six pedagogical points are elicited, including ideas around the 

power held by the cataloguer, the relationship of cataloguing ethics to the wider library ecosystem 

and beyond, and the competing needs of library user/librarian/knowledge creator.   

Introduction 
Cataloguing ethics is an immensely important part of current cataloguing work and discussions, as 

well as being a significant area of research within knowledge organization (KO).1 Cataloguing ethics is 

so important, because as Martin says, cataloguing – and we can extend this to all KO – is all about 

decisions and ‘Every decision has an ethical impact, and those impacts matter because cataloging 

carries power.’2 In recent years, there has been a major growth in library initiatives and projects that 

aim to resolve ethical issues inherent in their catalogue data and classification schemes.  With 

cataloguing ethics’ importance and prevalence in current practice and research, it is apposite to 

contemplate how cataloguing ethics is presented to those learning about KO.  Therefore, this article 

explores how cataloguing ethics is taught within a Library and Information Studies (LIS) setting.  It 

demonstrates what an ethics-infused KO curriculum might look like, including the key structural 

questions around positioning ethics in a KO curriculum and the important ethical ideas that underpin 

this teaching. 

In this article, there is only space to consider one type of teaching: the study of LIS in an academic 

setting, typically part of a master’s degree.   One reason for choosing this type of teaching over, say, 

a one-off professional development event, is that pedagogically it is interesting to see how the 

teaching of cataloguing ethics unfolds over the longer teaching unit of a master’s module.  

Furthermore, while the teaching of KO within LIS programmes has received much attention from 

researchers,3 the teaching of cataloguing ethics is not (yet) an important topic of discussion within 

the literature and cataloguing ethics is frequently not even mentioned.4 As one example of this, a 



 

2022 encyclopaedia article about education in KO does not mention ethics in its suggestions for KO 

curricula.5  Nevertheless, there are some important exceptions.  Snow, writing in 2019, extols the 

teaching of ethical issues within KO as one of the key points for current and future LIS curricula, 

while also acknowledging that cataloguing ethics is less commonly discussed than other areas of KO 

education.6 Therefore, this article’s focus on cataloguing ethics in LIS teaching is important as it 

tackles a topic which is considered to be important, yet has received little attention.  Moreover, it 

fills an important gap as it looks at the details of what and how cataloguing ethics is taught.      

The analysis is limited to the KO teaching materials of only one LIS programme.  For convenience 

reasons, this is where the author teaches: the MA in Library and Information Studies, University 

College London (UCL).  So, the presentation of teaching materials is presented with 

acknowledgement of the biases due to the author of this article also being responsible for these 

teaching materials.   Furthermore, for space reasons this discussion is focussed on teaching of 

cataloguing ethics, rather than learning cataloguing ethics.  (While very closely linked, they are not 

the same.) Ultimately, the ideas presented in this article originate from a very small case study, with 

the hope that it could provide a starting point for future work which looks at additional LIS 

programmes, additional contexts of teaching, and additional points in the learning cycle. 

UCL offers two modules in KO, which are used illustratively for this article.  Cataloguing and 

classification is a core module in LIS.  It ‘… focuses on the description and organisation of both 

physical and digital bibliographic resources, covering bibliographic cataloguing, name authorities, 

subject analysis, subject indexing and classification schemes’.7  Knowledge organisation is an 

optional module for LIS students, and is also open to students from any other course in the 

department.  It uses ‘… a theoretical lens in order to understand practical classification systems and 

real-life issues’ and topics include fundamental concepts of KO, theories of KO systems, classification 

schemes, thesauri, who and what is doing the KO, and ontologies.8 

This article looks at some of the key aspects of an ethics-infused curriculum for KO, and the 

questions and decisions that might arise.  The first part considers structural questions around how 

cataloguing ethics appears in the modules, and how these relate to cataloguing ethics’ position 

within KO itself.  The second part looks at three examples of ethics content from the modules, 

unpicking the different themes and ways in which cataloguing ethics is embedded. Ultimately, this 

analysis of how cataloguing ethics is taught in one institution provides a starting part for considering 

what we need to think about when teaching cataloguing ethics, and also deepens our understanding 

of cataloguing ethics itself.  



 

Cataloguing ethics within the structure of the curriculum   
A major consideration when creating an ethics-infused cataloguing curriculum is how the 

cataloguing ethics is placed within the structure of the module.  So, this asks whether cataloguing 

ethics is treated as a standalone topic or conversely, or conversely, whether cataloguing ethics is 

discussed whenever relevant to a particular area.  An example of the former is where cataloguing 

ethics appears as one standalone session within a module, including ethical issues in name authority 

control and the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH); an example of the latter is where the 

session about names includes activities about ethical issues in name authority control, and the 

session about subject indexing includes a discussion about ethical issues with LCSH. Both have 

advantages and implications for pedagogy.  When treating ethics as a named, specific section of 

teaching, it helps impart importance to the idea of cataloguing ethics.  Arguably, it also helps to 

promote it, as cataloguing ethics would be named as a delineated subject area.  Moreover, this 

approach brings together different ethical issues across the subject area, such as ethical issues found 

in names alongside ethical issues found in subjects.   

At UCL, Cataloguing and classification and Knowledge organisation take the second approach: 

cataloguing ethics is threaded throughout the modules. Figure 1 and Figure 2 give a summary of the 

structure of both modules, which also indicates major occurrences of ethics materials within these 

modules. (Note that the broadness of Figures 1 and 2 only permit major occurrences of ethical topics 

to be recorded, rather than also illustrating every time ethical issues are mentioned.) From a 

structure of knowledge perspective, the UCL example reflects cataloguing ethics being an integral, 

inseparable part of KO, rather than an additional topic added to it.  Furthermore, in terms of Bloom’s 

taxonomy of educational objectives,9 cataloguing ethics is especially compatible with higher learning 

tasks such as analysis and evaluation.  In particular, the threaded-through curriculum structure is 

helpful as ethical themes can be revisited from week-to-week, which is conducive to higher levels of 

learning.  For example, in Cataloguing and classification session 6, students gain knowledge of the 

unethical treatment of names from marginalized groups by watching a pre-class video; 

subsequently, in Session 8, the students analyse the issues surrounding the treatment of a 

marginalized group in a classification scheme. Interestingly, Hudon’s analysis of KO learning 

objectives in KO using Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives revealed that KO curricula often 

only reached the lower levels of learning;10 so, the UCL example curriculum shows how cataloguing 

ethics can help KO education evoke higher levels of thinking.    

Another structural issue concerns the categorisation of the type of ethical situation: Lee posits that 

there is a loose division between those applying systems and creating/editing metadata (which Lee 

calls applied ethics),11  and ethical issues within the classification schemes themselves (which we 



 

could call system-design ethics). Perhaps inevitably, the division between system-design ethics and 

applied ethics follows the general structures of the modules at UCL, with the type of ethics matching 

the type of cataloguing and classification being discussed within that session.  (Here, we are talking 

mostly about Cataloguing and classification, as Knowledge organisation focuses on systems and 

schemes rather than their usage.) However, this division between ethical issues in the systems and 

the application is important in education terms.  Librarians are generally aware of ethical issues 

within systems, such as the unethical treatment of various marginalized communities in the Dewey 

Decimal Classification; yet, crucially, it is usually not within the cataloguer’s powers to do anything 

about them.12  Conversely, ethical issues in the creation of metadata, or ways of circumnavigating 

the ethical problems with an external global system – the applied ethics – are sometimes possible to 

resolve by the cataloguer.  So, the pedagogical approach of differentiating between system-design 

ethics and applied ethics when teaching cataloguing ethics, has an important real-world implication.  

Cataloguing ethics within the contents of the curriculum   
Cataloguing ethics appears in many different ways within these modules, so three examples of 

teaching activities are used for illustrative purposes.  The examples illustrate the range of different 

ethical issues covered, and the various pedagogical aims of including cataloguing ethics when 

teaching KO. 

Example one (Cataloguing and classification session 6) concerns the ethics of name authority 

control. This small-group activity asks students to discuss some ethics scenarios about personal 

names, with examples including gender, language, domestic abuse and age.  Students are asked to 

think about and to assess possible arguments which could justify using the potentially unethical 

data, including the balancing of creator rights with user needs.  Accordingly, the activity propagates 

the idea of a creator’s autonomy, and also solidifies an enduring theme of the module which is to 

think about the power and responsibilities of the cataloguer.  The (difficult) questions are also 

designed to acknowledge the real-life complexities of these cataloguing issues, and to affirm that 

many ethical issues require balancing competing needs.     

Example two (Cataloguing and classification session 9) is a small-group discussion.  Students are 

presented with a scenario where they need to catalogue and classify a novel in a school library, 

where the novel has an ethically-problematic subtheme.  Students are asked about potential 

cataloguing and classification solutions to deal with the ethical issues, and more pertinently, to 

present justifications both for and against taking these cataloguing/classification actions.  Students 

are asked to use the Code of cataloguing ethics13 when thinking about their justifications.  There are 



 

a number of pedagogical aspects to highlight here.  First, this activity demonstrates the complex and 

messy nature of dealing with cataloguing ethics.  It provides an opportunity to deepen students’ 

learning about the Code of cataloguing ethics, as they need to analyse and apply it.  This activity also 

(deliberately) requires thinking of the library catalogue as part of the wider ecosystem of the library 

and the institution as a whole. Moreover, this activity could be viewed as an example of how 

teaching cataloguing ethics blurs the traditional boundary between practice-focussed and theory-

focussed KO education,14 as it offers a theory-of-practice approach.   

Example three (Knowledge organisation session 3) looks at different types of warrant in 

classification.  (Warrant is the justifications for including specific terms, the structure of that 

knowledge, and so on.)  Students are asked to contemplate the idea of warrant, including 

challenging the dominance of literary warrant – the justification for something within a classification 

based on the published knowledge, as devised by Hulme in 201115 – as the basis of bibliographic 

classification schemes. They are also asked to think about situations where different types of users 

might benefit from other warrants instead (such as scientific, cultural and educational warrants).  

Unlike the first two examples, this activity is not explicitly about ethics.  Nevertheless, once warrant 

is discussed, many ethical issues emerge, especially in relation to users and knowledge-producers 

from marginalized communities.   Interestingly, an important theme of this activity is the role of 

publishers in literary warrant, and how cataloguing ethics is in some cases based on publishing ethics 

– so linking the cataloguing outwards, even beyond the library ecosystem.    This example is also 

useful as it shows that ethical issues can be present even within a seemingly non-ethics subject, 

illustrating the pervasive nature of ethical problems in KO.   

Concluding thoughts 
This exploration of teaching cataloguing ethics considers some interesting structural issues about 

how cataloguing ethics is embedded within the curriculum.  The article outlines a fundamental 

curriculum question about whether cataloguing ethics is a distinct topic within KO, or instead, an 

intrinsic part of it.  Additional complexities are added by a conceptual division between systems-

design ethics and applied-ethics, which can be important to resolving real-life cataloguing ethics 

issues.  The discussion of curriculum structure shows how having a narrative of cataloguing ethics 

running throughout a module could even help add more higher level learning activities into KO 

curricula.  Furthermore, the issues around how to structure cataloguing ethics within a curriculum 

move beyond just KO education, with the resulting curricula potentially reflecting this ontological 

issue about what cataloguing ethics is, and where it stands in relation to cataloguing more generally.   



 

The three example activities show what a KO curriculum could look like when cataloguing ethics in 

the classroom reflects the pervasiveness of ethical considerations in practice.  Six key pedagogical 

points for teaching cataloguing ethics are offered by these examples. First, the power held 

(unintentionally or not) by the cataloguer is an important consideration, as shown in Example one.  

Second, cataloguing ethics is part of (and dependent on) the wider ecosystem such as the library, the 

organization, and beyond; Examples two and three highlight that cataloguing ethics needs 

consideration within that wider context.  Third, cataloguing ethics is often triadic: it involves the 

careful balance of competing needs between users, librarians and knowledge creators.  Examples 

one and two illustrate different aspects of these balances.  Fourth, being able to justify cataloguing 

ethics decisions is important, and this often involves being able to see multiple, competing 

arguments.  Example two would help students prepare for future professional situations that ask the 

librarian to justify ethics-related actions to library users, library colleagues, and the wider 

organization.  Fifth, as Example three shows, cataloguing ethics is found even in so-called non-ethics 

activities, and so cataloguing ethics could be seen pedagogically as another lens through which you 

view all KO.  Sixth, teaching cataloguing ethics can offer novel – and powerful – ways of thinking 

across the traditional practice/theory polarity in KO education.   

This article is a short introduction to the subject of teaching cataloguing ethics in one particular 

institution, and future research could usefully expand upon the scope of the study.  Examples 

include looking at the findings in the context of a wider set of cases, such as LIS curricula across the 

UK and beyond.  Analysing professional development training around cataloguing ethics is an 

important next stage, especially contemplating potential links and collaborations between LIS 

programmes and professional development events about cataloguing ethics. Furthermore, studying 

other, less formal types of cataloguing ethics learning and how cataloguing ethics is navigated would 

be fascinating, perhaps exploring a sense of cataloguing ethics literacy.  Ultimately, this article 

considers the underexplored area of what and how cataloguing ethics is taught, taking one particular 

LIS programme as a starting point.  The resulting analysis has shown that contemplating the teaching 

of cataloguing ethics is important when thinking about the position and development of cataloguing 

ethics, and offers insights into how cataloguing ethics is interwoven with KO itself. 
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